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                    EL REI DEL MAR

                    Since 1990
We are a family diving center with a professional team, with many years of experience in the area and that works to offer a complete service that maximizes comfort, safety and a good atmosphere through good organization and constantly inproved facilities.



Our privileged location, in the Natural Park of the Medes Islands and the Montgrí Coast, is the reason why we are a highly valued destination in the Mediterranean.

                

    			        	

        	

        	The Diving Center is located in the village of L’Estartit, in the Costa Brava. Just a kilometer away there is the Natural Park of the Medes Islands, the Montgrí Coast and Baix Ter. 



The Medes Island is a Marine Reserve formed by a group of islands located right in front of the village. The reserve is characterised by its bustling marine life, mainly the large groupers which can be found at shallow depths.These great animals approach divers fearlessly with curiosity, wreathed in clouds of breams, eagle rays scampering about the bottom amid huge schools of barracudas. Divers will awe at underwater caves and sea walls teeming with gorgonians. These conditions, unequalled in all the Western Mediterranean, makes the Montgrí's coast and the Medes Islands one of the best places for any diver.


We are located in the Hotel Panorama 4*, (Tel. 972.75.10.92). It has rooms with air conditioner, TV, telephone and complete bath. It also has exterior and interior swimming pool, Jacuzzi, sauna, gym, parking and buffet-restaurant.



SEASON:

Dives: from April to November

Courses and try dives: July and August

OPENING OURS:

8h-19h
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        	Avinguda de Grècia, 5  -  17258 l'Estartit  -  (Costa Brava - Girona - Spain)  -  info@elreidelmar.com  -  Tel. (+34) 972 75 13 92 
        

    
    
